
ATTRIBUTES OF A GOOD RESEARCH PAPER

Having just information and data is not enough for good research paper, You must know qualities of good research
paper to present it in proper.

Everything that you add in a research paper is preplanned and cannot happen just by chance. He should ensure
the accuracy of his research to percent. The researcher should avoid the use of double baralled sentences,
complex language or unnecessary details. Suppose another researcher is trying to repeat similar study to make
it more valid he should be able to get information from the previous research, if previous research will be
invalid or unverifiable the new research will also get effected. He cannot select a sample from one area of the
population rather he should select sample from every area of the population to make it representative of the
whole population. There are various rules of titling. Example The constructs you are using, to measure
attitudes, behavior or other phenomenon, whether they really measure what you want to measure or they
measure something else. Quite obviously, you will only get the high-standard paper for your research. One
should know precisely what is the research problem and its objectives. It can be replicated and doable.
Negligence in any step can affect the complete study and not just that part. You can either use a sentence case
or a title case but most of the titles follow title case. Example The researcher is conducting a study on the life
of transgender class in the society. Meanwhile, bad research has the following properties: The opposites of
what have been discussed. After passing out multiple tests and successfully writing many sample papers,
writers and editors are accepted in the team. These sites represent institutions and considered to be more
reliable source of information. This confusion become worse as the research progresses. Many students
wonder about the writing process itself. Precise Preciseness means that the research paper should have
completeness and it should contain detailed investigation of the research topic. He should measure the
consequences of each step that he has planned to take prior to taking it. Verifiable The data the researcher adds
in the research paper should have to be verifiable and provable. He has to collect data from different people
who belong to this class, the researcher should understand that he cannot generalize his findings untill he has
selected an unbiased and truly representative sample. It generates new questions or is cyclical in nature.
Academic style of writing Writing a research paper is the last step of the research and writing requires
rigorousness. Original The research paper should contain only original content and copy work should be
completely avoided. Clarity is one of the main essences of research and without clarity the research paper is
useless. The methods section should describe what was done to answer the research question, describe how it
was done, justify the experimental design, and explain how the results were analyzed.


